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1. Introduction
This document contains the findings of the second Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) carried out under
the Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project (LVFRP). Its principal objectives were to develop base-line
information on a Ugandan beach for the 3-beaches survey of the LVFRP.
The selection ofL walulo Beach
Lwalalo is a landing site lying approximately 50 km. west of Kampala along the Kampala - Masaka road. It
is based at the extreme end of a peninsular 8 miles square in size.
In Uganda, three candidate landings had been identified 'for the 3-beaches survey: Nkornbwe in Mukono
district, Lwalalo (also known as Gob) in Mpigi district and Namirembe in Masaka district. . Namirembe
and Nkombwe fish landing were considered too 'far away 'for the frequent monitoring that the 3-beaches
survey demands, and were also densely populated, which would have complicated the 3-beaches survey. On
this basis they were left out.
Lwalalo was selected for the following reasons:
lt is lightly populated with a population of about 150 people, including both fishing and non-fishing
households.
It has 52 fishing canoes involved in a mixed fishery. Currently, the most common fishery on this
landing is tilapia followed by Nile perch and the 'mu/cene' fishery.
The road to this landing site is well maintained and all-weather.
Teams from all three of the research institutes participating in the LVFRP were involved in the study and
comprised the following team members:
Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute: E. Mlahagwa and M. Medard.
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute: R. Ahia, C. Lwenya, E. Bwana and J. Onyango,
Fisheries Resources Research Institute (Uganda): A. Nyapendi, A. Atai anti .1. Gonga
Overall objectives of the PRA
The overall objectives with the PRA at Lwalalo were as follows:
To identifiy and understand Lwalalo's community-based organisations anti institutions which have a role
in the lake's fishery.
To consider the key issues which arise from this study for the involvement of communities and
community-based organisations and/or institutions such as those at Lwalalo Beach, in the co-
management of Lake Victoria's fishery.
SEDAWOG 2000. Report of the PRA carried out at Lwalalo Beach. Uganda, June 5-14, 2000. In GEHEB, K. (Ed.) The Co-
management Survey: FRA reports from five beaches on Lake Victoria. LVFRP Tecirnical DocurnentNo. 9. LVFRP/TECH/00/9. The
Socio-economie Data Working Group of the Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project, Jinja.: 37-72.
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SpcJflc objxti ves of tI PI?4 study t JwaIaJo
'fhe PRA tcem flist held a 1amiinc, sasion during which they idcntified the objectives Vor the exercise t
Lwalalo:
(a) To invostgate thc iìtUiation of m turni rc corans et Jwtiialo,
(h) To identify the major socioeaouomic bios ¡n the community
(e) To investigate the flhes sktus nue tFoO( within ¡t.
To iclentify c;titirtg oïp i cUons ou the lrnìdiiìg site.
To identify soeioc,ultwal taCX)iS relevani: to fisheries management.
To identify icuow de ahoi.it and application of, existing laws, rulos and iogulations.
Specific tasks and srues
Based on the above objectives, the following wete identified as the specific issues and tasks to be
undertaken during the exercise:
To investigate the utilisation of forøsts, land, wetlands and water.
To investigate lanci tenure and property i'ights.
(e) To understand social and economic activities.
To identify gender roles and relationships.
To identify the roles of different actors such as the Local Council (LC), fishers, the Task Force
Committee (TFC), Fisheries Department and other stakeholders in management of the fishery.
To identify modes and ways of communication.
To identify gear types and uses.
To identify changes in fish species end gear composition over time.
To identify various types of indigenous technical knowledge.
(i) To identify the aciministiative structure of the landing.
(k) To identify formal and informal organìsations on the landing.
(1) To investigate the landing's culture and taboos.
To identify existing formal and informal laws on the landing site.
To identify existing community laws and rules.
To investigate conflicts and resolutions on the landing.
To identify the extent to which rules are obeyed and associated punishments.
Formation of working groups
To achieve the tasks above, the PRA team divided itself into three groups, each with three members. Two of
the groups had one person from each of the three countries while the third group had two people from
Kenya but none from Tanzania, The tasks listed above were assigned to the three groups, each group
carrying out a different task, and seeking triangulation ori some of the activities. The relevant PRA tools for
conducting each exercise were also discussed and agreed upon by all team members. The group
composition was as follows:
Group 1: A. Nyapendi, C. Lwenya, E. Mlahagwa
Group 2: M. Medard, A. Atai, J. Onyango
Group 3: J. Gonga, R. Abila, E. Bwana
2. Historical background
The FRA context
The historical background of Lwalalo was captured by conducting a focus group discussion with two
village leaders, an elder and two representatives from the Four Ways Group of Companies. The latter were
deemed an important source of infonnation because the Managing Director of this company owns the beach
and much of the peninsular. Because of the high diversity of information, the team decided that two PRA
groups should be jointly carried out. Respondents were arranged in a circle under a tree and interviewers sat
at the same level as respondents, and used semi-structured interviews (SSIs) to obtain information. The
respondents also developed a time line (Figure 1), and the key informant here was an elder and parish chief,
well respected in the community.
The interview was held in Luganda, with a Ugandan asking questions and another interpreting into English.
A chairman was in place to guide the discussion. A pleasant environment was created and everyone was
free to talk. The discussion was very successful because each respondent was well versed in particular
issues and it was well captured by the researchers.
The beach location
Lwalalo Beach is located in Mpigi District in the central part of Uganda. The beach falls under the
administration of two Local Councils: Bukalunga A and Bukalunga C. The beach was named after the big
rock nearby. When the water level is high, the rock is submerged, but sometimes it is clearly seen. In the old
days, the community used to respect the rock very much because a big snake used to go there and rest.
The road to the beach is accessible throughout the year. In the old days it was just a path constructed by an
individual. The beach lies on a peninsular of about 8 square miles. The scenery around the peninsular is
very attractive, with natural forests, rivers and wetlands.
Land owriersho and tenure
One of the elders explained how land ownership operates in Buganda communities and at the beach in
particular. They have got a system of mailo' land ownership. Under this, the owner allows other peoph to
build houses within his/her land and they will be regarded as squatters. Those squatters (or tenants) are
expected to pay an annual fee to the landowner. Such a system is locally called 'bibanja'.
The elders went on to say that they now have a new land tenure system whereby tenants are also entitled to
sorne rights. The tenant can get a certificate of tenancy, with the consent of the landowner. This allows
him/her to secure loans from banks and other lending institutions. Under this system, an annual fee is still
paid to the landowner.
Lwalalo land ownershijv succession
Currently, the Four Ways Group of companies owns the land at the beach. In the old days, the land
belonged to the Kabaka, and he allocated it to one of his Chief Judges by the name Mugwanya. A son of
Mugwanya, the late Kabusu, inherited the land. He later on sold it to ari individual, the late Sebina. In 1976,
Mohamoud Tabani, an Indian of Ugandan birth born in Masaka District, bought the land from Sebina.
Mohamoud is the current Managing Director of the Four Ways Group of companies.
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figure 1. time line of Lwalalo Beach
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Time line cont.
OA
From a single ethnic group to mixed ethnic groups
Before 1937, only the Baganda inhabited the beach. In 1937 there was an outbreak of sleeping sickness in
the peninsular, killing a number of people. Those who lived moved away from the peninsular. The
missionaries and the government during that time worked very hard to make sure the disease was
controlled. In 1938, people started coming back, some of who had lived at the beach previously, and some
of who had not. This latter group included Basoga, Baziba, Barundi, Banyarandwa, Banyankole peoples and
others from minor ethnic groups. In 1990 the census population figure was 2,300. It is estimated that now
the population at the landing is between 3,000-4,000.
The community economy
Lwalalo is a farming and fishing community. The land is very fertile. Because it rains most of the year
round, fresh foodstuffs are available all the time. The beach is veiy famous for growing sweet potatoes and
tomatoes, but it also grows coffee, plantains ('matoke'), yams, beans, cassava, passion fruits, maize,
groundnuts, peas, cowpeas, mangoes, oranges, lemon, sweet bananas, sugar cane and other small garden
produce.
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The major fish species available at Lwalalo are Nile perch, tilapia and 'mukene'. The leading fish type is
tilapia.
The Four Ways Group of Companies and the way forward
Lwalalo itself is a small landing beach, leased to the Four Ways Group of Companies (FWGC). This is a
result of the privatisation policy in Uganda, where even fish landing beaches (or markets) may be leased out
to private developers. The company is based in Entebbe and has small branches in Kampala, Mpigi and
Masaka. The major activities of the company include fish buying, transporting, processing and exporting.
Other activities include growing passion fruit, black pepper and mangoes, transport businesses, a coffee
factory, a bread factory, maize milling, resorts and tourism.
One of the respondents described Managing Director of FWGC 'one who loves Africans'. He is part of the
community, and presents a good image to the Lwalalo community. He is a bold man'. The company is now
investing in Lwalalo beach and in other parts of the peninsular.
In 1998, people who had settled on the beach were moved out so that it could be developed. They
negotiated rates of compensation with the FWGC, and millions of Ugandans shillings were spent on this
exercise. Some former residents invested their compensation in the fishery, while others built permanent
houses, bought big farms or poultry farms, while others used it for educating their children. Initially a few
villagers had been reluctant with these proposed changes, but most of the people accepted them. Fruitful
negotiations and consultations, along with the community's hopes for future benefits encouraged them.
The company also employed about 15 inhabitants as casual labourers and another five on permanent basis.
One woman from the village employed by the company is in charge of looking after orphans. About 17
orphans are in school, and the company pays Ushs. 200,000/- a year towards the up-keep of each one.
Fishers also got loans from the company in form of cash and fishing facilities. These included nets and
outboard engines. Some Ushs. 50 million was lent out. Recipients were supposed to pay back loans within a
year, but due to the export ban on Nile perch, many have been unable to do so.
Maintenance of hygiene standards around the beach is also one of the main objectives of the FWGC so as to
conform to the hygiene standards demanded by the European Union (EU). They have constructed a landing
site, jetties, fencing, cleared bush, constructed modem flush toilets for fish factory handlers and three pit
latrines for the beach community members. Another three toilets are planned for construction in the coming
phases of the project. Training fish handlers to use modern toilets has also been conducted.
The means of travel and communication
Communications to Lwalalo are relatively good. In the 1970's the road to the beach was constructed (Figure
2). Inhabitants said that 'ujamaa' - volunteer labour - was used to develop it. One mini-bus with the
capacity of 14 passengers operates from the village to Kampala daily. Individuals also own motorcycles,
saloon cars and bicycles. People can hire a motorcycle ('bodaboda') from the beach to their homes.
Some fishers in the village have mobile phones as means of communication.
Community members receive information via their leaders, namely the Task Force Committee, the Parish
Chief, the Fisheries Department, etc. at communal gatherings.
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3. Natural resources
The FRA Context
For this exercise, the PRA team took a transect walk along beach shoreline for about 500 metres, and a
second one along the road from the beach, 500 metres in the village. These transects sought to find out
where natural resources were located and how they were utilised, and to understand how the status of these
resources have changed over time.
The team found it hard to get respondents because it this depended on the chairman of the Task Force, who
was very busy. The team requested the Task Force Chairman for a member of the community to take them
on a transect walk in the village. After sometime a middle-aged man (30 -45 years) was brought. The man
was a fisher who could speak English. The team used an SSI to probe (Figures 3-4).
Lwid
There is a lot of land available around Lwalalo. This land has been put to various uses, mainly farming and
settlement.
The community is involved in farming activities throughout the year, growing plantains, maize, beans,
groundnuts, coffee, cassava, sugar cane, potatoes, pumpkins, yarns, peas, cowpeas, tomatoes and traditional
vegetables. They practice inter-cropping and rotational farming. The soils types are mainly of a sandy-loam
variety, but in some areas they are mainly sandy.
Most of the crops grown are for subsistence. Coffee is the area's main cash crop and it is sold to a factory
10 miles away at Kayabwe and Nabusanke. The coffee harvest is transported there using lorries.
Livestock is also kept in a few homesteads, including cows, goats and pigs. They are mainly kept for meat
and dairy products for home consumption. Chickens are kept in most of the homesteads, while there were
ten people who practised commercial poultry farming iceeping both layers and broilers. These poultry
farmers utilise mu/cene fish in the chicken fed. One poultry farm had about 30,000 layers.
Settlement
Some 3,000 people live in Lwalalo in a fairly dense pattern. Settlements are interspersed with farms. Most
houses are permanent and of varying sizes, but most are fairly small. Before the Four Ways Group of
Companies (FWGC) began developing the beach settlement extended right down to the beach.
Trees
The beach is endowed with many species of indigenous trees (Table 1). There are also a few exotic trees
like the eucalyptus and Cyprus. There are also fruit trees like mangoes, lemons, avocados, guava, orar.,es
and coffee. The trees are located in the homesteads, on the beach, and on the farms.
Water
The lake is mainly used for fishing, domestic use and transportation. The community depends heavily on it
for domestic water needs, although there are a few boreholes where drinking water is fetched. The lake
water gets dirty at certain times depending on the winds and the currents, so they cannot get clean drinking
water from it. There were no water tanks, but rainwater can be collected for drinking. There is a transport
boat between the Sesse Islands and the beach.
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Type of tree
Mvule
Muzilu
Musambya
Mukoko
Sekova
Nandi-flame
Jackfruit
Umbrella tree
Avocado
Eucalyptus
Orange
Lemon
Mango
Nongo
Chirungo
Muyirikiti
Uses:
Timber, boat making
Firewood
Timber, firewood
Firewood, shade
Firewood, timber, boat
Shade
Fruit
Shade
Fruit
Timber
Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Boat-making, house construction, furniture
Boat-making
Floats
Table 1: species of trees found at Lwalalo and their uses
Fish is a very important resource to the community as their main source of livelihood. For a long time, the
fishing community lias targeted two main species, the tilapia and the Nile perch, but recently, the mukene
fishery has grown. In the past, indigenous fish species like Labeo, Monnyrus, Haplochromines, and
Protopterus, were caught, but catches of these have declined.
Properly nghts over reso urces
Property ownership in this community is mainly patrilineal. Some of the resources owned by a man include
land, livestock, a house, and a boat. A woman has access to these resources by virtue of being a wife, sister
or daughter.
Women have access to land to till and grow crops. These crops are mainly for subsistence and if there is a
surplus she may sell it, and use the money for domestic purposes. Some of the crops she will grow include
maize, potatoes, beans, cassava, yams and bananas. Coffee belongs to the man because it is a cash crop.
Although men and women may work on the coffee crop together, its sale is the man's responsibility.
Trees are also men's property, especially timber trees. Women are allowed to collect dry branches for
firewood. They can also collect fruit from the trees for consumption and sale.
Water is a common resource and every one has access to it. But different genders have different uses for the
lake: men use it for fishing, while the women use it for domestic purposes.
4. Fisheries aspects, trends and status
The FRA context
The team met a group of old and young fishers under a tree, greeted them and invited them to a discussion.
They quickly responded and they chose a good site for it. The team used an SSI and time line to chart
changes in gear types and catches over time. A matrix was also used. To interview mukene fishers, the team
was assisted by the Local Council Chairman to find respondents.
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There are not very many mukene fishers at Lwalalo, and hence the Chairman's assistance was necessary.
Three were subsequently found, all of who had been at the beach for five months. The Chairman assisted
with translation, while the fishers mended their nets.
Changes in gear types
Up until the early 1950s fishers used basket traps ('nkoionkolo') made out of soft roots that grow in the
forests. These traps only caught little fish. They also used elaborate, fence traps called 'kabigo', which were
made from Phragmites spp. reeds (Figure 5). In both these methods, the fishers waded into the water up to
chest height.
Hooks made of metal, and 'magad? nets that were made from cotton flax, were also used. These were
bought from Indians in 1952. The 'masambo', a kind of beach seìne, was also used. It was woven fi-orn the
bark of roots, and then ropes were tied to either end of the net with which to haul it. The seine had mesh-
sizes of 5 inches and above.
To set the seines, fishers used rafts that were made from 'mulindi tree timber. Two logs were tied together
to foi-ni a i-aft that could carry two to three people. Later, simple dug out canoes were made out of big
mango ti-ce trunks. These dug outs were difficult to make, a task that required much skill. Improved plank
canoes called 'musonge' were later developed, with the planks being nailed together with wooden spikes as
opposed to metal nails. By 1955, sesse canoes made of durable timber and nails were introduced. A man
known as Mr Samwiri first saw this type of boat at the neighbouring beach of Katebo. Fishers from Lwalalo
beach and other landings then copied it. The timber used in its construction was 'mvuie', '11011go' and
'kivndu'.
By the 1960's (Figure 6) nylon nets were introduced by some Europeans from Entebbe, and sold to the
fishers. The variety of these nets that the inhabitants encountered they called 'kyron', and it was made of
tough, two-ply plastic. The second type was soft and flexible - nylon.
Mosquito seines were introduced to the beach in 1994. The seines are owned by fishers from the
community but the crew are inimigrants from Busoga. Fishers from the community do not, however, use
this gear much because, they claim, it uses a lot of labour.
Respondents said that, with each introduced type of gear, there was an improvement in the fish catch.
Needless to say, the size of investments in nets and boats also increased.
Today, gillnets, hand lines, mosquito seines and long lines are the main type of fishing gear being used on
the beach. The gill-net mesh-sizes range from 5-10 inches, which yields a fish of a size that the factories
want. Hand-lines and fishing rods are mainly used by young boys, who go out from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
fishing around the wetlands and rocky areas.
Gillnets mainly target tilapia and Nile perch. After the fish is landed and sold, the fishers will mend their
nets foi- up to three hours, in preparation for the next fishing trip. Rather than use expensive polystyrene
floats, Lwalalo's fishers prefer to use floats made from the wood of the 'mzirikit? tree. Sinkers are made
from stones sealed in polythene plastic bags to prevent them from tearing the nets.
Currently there are about 22 boats with outboard engines at the beach, and about 30 without. When the
engine boats go fishing, they stay out overnight and come back in the morning to land their catch.
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Figure 5: the kabigo fence trap.
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Figure 6: change in Lwalalo Beach's
'ear and fish species composition over time
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Species changes
Until the 1970's, the main fish species caught were Lbeo, Protopterus, Baíjrus, Hp1ochromis, Monnyrus
and Barbus species, all of which are indigenous lo the lake. By the late 1970's and early 1980's catches of
these species declined, which was attributed Lo the introduction of Nile perch which preyed on them. At the
same time, Nile perch catches increased. Initially, it was sold to local consumers. In the early 1990's, they
started selling Nile perch to buyers coming in from Kenya. By 1993, after the construction of the fish
factories in Uganda, Lwalalo's fishers started selling the Nile perch to them.
In 1994, immigrant Basoga fishers started targeting mu/cene. They came to Lwalalo because in their home
areas, the mukene fishery was getting too crowded. Traditionally the Baganda did not eat mu/cene, but now
some of them do. Mulcene fishing is mainly done on moonless nights using lamps to attract the fish. Boat
owners have to house the crewmembers and provide them with food. The crew get paid 20 per cent of the
catch value, after costs have been deducted. Costs include paraffin for the lamps, net and boat repairs. After
landing, the mu/cene it is sun-dried, at a specific place allocated for it on the beach, for about 8 hours.
Unlike at other communities around Lake Victoria where the mu/cene is dried by women, at Lwalalo it is
dried by men who are paid Ushs. 500/- on every occasion. After the catch has dried, it is sold. People at
Lwalalo consume very little mukene. Most of it is sold off as chicken feed and the beach's most important
buyers of the mu/cene catch are 10 poultry farmers.
There are, at present, some 56 boats at Lwalalo beach. 1999 tilapia and Nile perch landings at the beach
were as follows:
Table 2: 1999 cal
Fishing seasons
ches of Nile .erch and tila.ia from Lwalalo Beach (Source: Fisheries Department, Mpigi).
During December and January, mu/cene catches are low. From February to April and from August to
November their catches are average. From April to August the catch peaks. At this time, the fishers say, the
water is warmer, which the mu/cene likes (see Figure 7).
Tilapia has two peak seasons, from January to April and from September to December. Most fishers set
their nets at around 4 p.m. and then return, leaving the nets on the lake overnight. The nets are then hauled
the following morning at around 6 a.m. The engine boats - which fish further away - will spend the night
on the lake to save on fuel costs. Tilapia is mainly sold to the bicycle traders and the locals for
consumption.
According to Nile perch fishers, peak catches occur between August to October (Figure 7). Prices are
always low during the peak seasons and high at other times. Generally, there is plenty of Nile perch. When
Lwalalo's fishers started catching Nile perch before the factories were established, their main customers
were fishmongers, most of whom were men. Presently, their main customers are the fish factory agents. The
Nile perch fishers have been badly affected by the EU fish import ban that has forced prices down.
5. Socio-economic activities
The PRA context
The information on socio-economic activities at Lwalalo was obtained through a semi-structured interview
of four respondents, comprising Task Force Chairman, the LC 1 Chairman, a fisher (all middle-aged males)
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o.-6f heeds W&((k.) Value Ush. '0OO)
Nile perch 21,608 68,213 18,439
Ti lap ja 70,255 293,153 22,220
and a female employee of the Four Ways Group, who also owns a boat. The four respondents were picked
by the Task Force Chairman to participate in the exercise.
The interviews took place under a tree next to the PRA camping site. All participants were seated during the
interviews. Questions were asked in English and translated into Luganda by a member of the team.
Responses were translated back into English. The respondents spoke freely and answered all the questions.
They were first asked to identif' all of the village's income-generating activities, and then to draw a
seasonal calendar of these activities and their labour requirements. To do this, a member of the PRA team
explained what was required, and explained to one of the respondents holding the piece of chalk, on how to
draw the first line. The respondents quickly understood what was required and completed drawing the
seasonal calendar.
Income-earning activities at Lwalalo
A number of income-earning activities take place in the village, which include:
Fishing.
Farming.
Livestock keeping, most of which is of beef cattle. Dairy cattle are not kept because they are too
expensive, although some families keep a few cows that produce milk for home consumption.
Pig rearing, from which pork is sold in Kampala.
Poultry keeping, mainly for eggs.
Brick-making.
Charcoal burning.
Brewing.
Shop-keeping.
Fish trading.
Boat building.
(1) Transportation: there are motorcycles and a van taxi that operates between the village and Kampala.
Fish smoking and diying.
Construction.
Teaching: there are two schools in the village.
Food hawking and eating places.
Tailoring.
Porting: carrying nets from the fishing boats to spread them out to dry.
Mat-making.
In order of importance, the most important income earning activities at the landing site are fishing, farming,
livestock keeping and fish trading.
Seasonal labour requirements
Activities requiring most labour are fishing, farming and livestock rearing. For fishing the labour demand is
constant throughout the year. For farming, most labour is required between May and June, which is the
harvesting time (Figure 8). Men provide most of the labour for the coffee crop, while women provide labour
for all activities in maize production. The farmers commonly use urea fertilizer that is bought from outside
the village.
During the seasons when labour demands on the farms are at their highest, the community divides activities
in such a way that fishing is done in the morning while farming takes place in the afternoon, so that both
fishing and farming labour demands can be met at the same time.
Figure 7: seasonal calendar of peak and low fishing seasons at LwaaIo
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Figure 8: seasonal calendar of farm labour demand at Lwalalo
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Remuneration to fishing crew
Fishing crews at Lwalalo are paid in three different ways: first, some boat owners pay a fixed monthly
salary to the crew. Secondly, in some cases, the crew share the catch sales with the boat owner after
deducting costs. In the third case crew are paid a fixed proportion of the catch sale. The crews prefer this
last case because they think that it is the fairest system.
6. Wealth ranking
The FRA context
Three middle-aged men people participated in the wealth ranking exercise. They were the Task Force
Chairman, the LC1 Chairman and a fisher from the village. The exercise was done under a tree next to the
PRA team campsite.
To start with, all three respondents were jointly interviewed concerning the different income classes in the
community. They were asked to define the characteristics of the rich, middle income and poor classes in as
far as they applied to that community. They were also questioned as to whether or not members of one class
could move between the defined classes. Despite the sensitivity of the issues being discussed, the
participants freely and confidently contributed to the discussion.
Jct L..
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After the initial discussion, two participants were asked to move apart, leaving one of them to do the first
ranking. Ranking was based on a list of 56 members of the community prepared by the Task Force
Chairman, and it consisted of names of the head of each of the village's households (either male or female)
who had previously lived on the beach but had been compensated to resettle on other parts of the village.
Also included were names of other fishers who had not necessarily lived on the beach. Ranking was
repeated by the other two respondents in turn.
Two of the respondents divided the community into four income classes, while one divided them into three
groups. The PRA team analysed the ranking scores after the exercise. Results of the exercise are presented
in Figure 9 below.
Income classes
The Lwalalo community was divided into three income groups. The characteristics of each of these classes
were as follows:
The richest class
Have more than one boat, equipped with engines and many nets.
Have a poultry farm.
(e) Own a car.
Own at least 3 livestock.
Have a permanent, beautiful house.
Hardworking.
Possess a big piece of land.
(h') Can afford to eat anything they want.
The medium income class
Own one boat, a few nets and, rarely, an outboard engine.
Own a motorcycle.
(e) Have a bicycle.
Have a good hoine/ permanent house.
Possess a small piece of land.
Own one cow, three goats and a few chickens.
Have a limited choice of food.
Fairly active.
The poor class
Have no land.
Do not own a house but stay in a rented house.
(e) Have no boat or gear.
Do not own a bicycle.
Cannot educate their children.
Most fishing crew fall in this category.
Can afford a limited choice of food.
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Figure 9: results of the wealth ranking exercise for Lwalalo Beach
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What makes some people rich
The following are the ways through which some people in the community have become rich:
Good planning.
Good luck.
Hard working.
Property inheritance. This, however, depends on individuals. Some people inherit and sell off the
property, and can move into a lower class as a result. Others maintain the property and may retain th
class of their benefactors.
Some people have become rich through corruption.
What makes some people poor
Some people have become poor as a result of the following:
They may be lazy, not wanting to work. According to one respondent, 'laziness is the mother of
poverty'.
They do not plan.
They are not lucky.
They lack ambition.
Drunkenness.
How one can move from one class to another
lt is possible for a person to move from the poor to middle or even the rich class. In fact, a number of
people have moved from the poor class to become amongst the richest members of the community. For one
to move to a higher class, the following are some of the things that may be done:
Work harder.
Stop drinking.
e) Invest in livestock
It is also possible for one to move down from the very rich to the poor class. This may be as a result of one
or more of the causative factors of poverty outlined above. One member of the community was once very
rich and owned a lot of property, including a number of high-rise buildings in Kampala. However, due to
poor investment and mismanagement, he incurred huge debts, causing his property to be auctioned. He is
now amongst the poorest in the community
7. Socio-cultural issues
The PRI4 context
The research team met seven female traders, and interviewed them at their place of work under a tree. Both
researchers and the respondents introduced themselves to one another. The introduction was very detailed,
and covered issues including marital status, nature of the work, number of children, and whether or not the
respondents were married (Table 3). The single widowed woman had lost her husband 10 years previously
and later she lost six children. She is now caring for five grand children. A second group comprising elders
was also interviewed. In both cases, semi-structured interviews were held exploring the socio-cultural life
of Lwalalo beach. The interviews were held in Luganda and some Kiswahili. The whole exercise went well
and the respondents were interested in the topic.
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Women 'is' seasonal activities
The group of women interviewed discussed amongst themselves the main economic activities they carried
out during the course of a year (Figure 10):
From January to May they normally clear their gardens, plant crops and weed.
From June to July food crops are harvested, During this period, fishing activities are mild due to strong
winds. Trade in cooked foodstuff becomes relatively low due to low fish catches. The women will,
however, sell fresh maize, beans, matoke, cowpeas, and potatoes to their village, the neighbouring village
and along the highway.
Table 3: characteristics of groups interviewed for information on Lwalalo's socio-cultural life,
From September to December fishing peaks and the trade in cooked food increases. It is also the time to
harvest the coffee and, hence trading becomes more active in the village.
The research team also obtained a detailed description of the women's daily activities. Typically, a woman
at Lwalalo beach wakes up at around 5 a.m. She then washes her face, makes her bed, cleans the house and
washes the utensils. She then gets her children ready for school, and then goes either farming or starts her
business for the day. After this, she prepares food for the family, goes to look for firewood, prepares supuer
and finally arranges meals for the next day. The team asked the women's group how they liked their trade
and what sorts of problems they faced. Some of the group said that they faced no problems, while others
complained that the export ban on Nile perch had forced them to lower the prices of their products.
Cultural norms and taboos
The 'gomasi traditional dress is the national dress foi' Uganda's women. It is favoured mainly by the
country's Bantu ethnic groups, which comprise the Basoga, Baganda, Banyoli, Basamia, Bagwere and
Bagishu. It is a long dress, with a belt known as 'omusn.f , which is normally tied around the waist. Women
may also where a piece of cloth, a 'kikoi' inside the dress because, they say, it improves their figures. The
dress is worn by married women and on special occasions, such as during a burial. Women will attract
respect if they wear the dress. When serving food, or asking a question of an elder, women will often kneel
as a sign of respect.
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Age
Women
Marital
status
No of No of
..dependants
Nature of woi
- : .-- Basic assets owned- .childreii
45 Widowed None 6 Food vendor I-louse
24 Single None 2 Food vendor None
26 Single 2 2 1-lired food vendor None
22 Single i 3 Hired food vendor None
46 Divorced 4 5 Hired food vendor Coffee farm
36 Married 3 6 Mukeoc processor and trader House
28 Single 1 1 Food vendor None
Elders
72(M) Married 35 50 Parish chief, fisher, farmer 3 houses, farm, motor
cycle, boat
74(M) Widower 2 2 Staple food farmer House, farm
73(M) Married 5 4 Staple food farmer House, farm
69(M) Married 4 4 Farmer, coffee and fóod House, farm
60(F) Married 6 10 Farmer, coffee and food House, farm
55(F) Married 3 5 Farmer coffee and food House, farm

Lwalalo's traditional food is the plantain, and Muganda women should know how to prepare it. The
plantain is first peeled, and then tied up in plantain leaves, The bundle is then placed in a large pot with a
small amount of water, and another equally large pot placed over the top of it. The pots are placed on the
fire and the plantain is then steamed for some four hours. When ready, the bundle is unwrapped and the
plantains mashed using a process known as 'okunyii mcrc', It is then placed back on to the fire and
heated for another 40-50 minutes, after which it is ready to be served,
Traditionally, Ganda women were not allowed to ride a bicycle. Recently, however, things have changed
and women will ride bicycles. The women's group were asked why they thought that women were
prohibited from riding a bicycle, but they could not answer the question. The elders, however, said that it
was because they feared that their women would be injured.
A pregnant woman is not allowed to jump over a rope tied to a goat or cow. It is believed that when she
does so then the umbilical cord will strangle her child while she gives birth. The elders said that many
people still believe this, and some of them said that the real reason for it was that they did not want the
women to fall down and kill the unborn baby.
Jackfruit was not allowed to be eaten by pregnant woman. It was believed that when a woman ate it, the
baby's umbilical cord would take more time than the normal seven days to fall off.
The pregnant woman was not allowed to kill a snake. If she did, she would give birth to a child who
stammered. Some community members still believed this to be the case.
It was also noted that women in Lwalalo community were not allowed to wear trousers because, the elurs
said, a woman should not try to be equal to men. A woman who wears trousers is not respectful to the
community. The younger generations, however, go against this convention. One elder man commented that
"they normally do it while going to Kampala, and other towns, but in our homes we cannot allow it".
In the old days, women were not allowed to eat kingfish ('mamba'). It was believed that fish had breasts
like a woman's, and a woman should not eat a fellow woman. When the team inquired why this taboo
applied to women and not to men, no one could answer, and the respondents all laughed. Presently, some
women eat it while others still do not. Momyrus fish ('kasunt) could ¡lot be eaten by pregnant women lest
the child got a mouth like the fish (sometimes called the 'elephant snout' fish). Some women still believe
that this is the case, but another respondent remarked that the real reason why the prohibition was
introduced was because the fish is good and delicious, and this is why men prevented women from eating it.
Another traditional belief was that women were not allowed to spread nets when men returned from fishing,
because this might mean that there would be bad catches on subsequent days. This belief is maintained
today. Folk at Lwalalo beach do not think women should fish.
The elders explained that marriage customs have changed. In the old days, a young man would identify the
woman he wanted to marry to his father. He will then assemble some of his friends, and they will then go to
the woman's parents to ask them if he can have the woman's hand in marriage. Traditionally, he will
present his future in-laws with gifts - a long white gown ('kanzu') for the father, gomasi dresses for the
mother and aunts, and an envelope (money) for the sisters. It is an expensive arrangement. The groom to be
will then be told how much dowry will have to be paid. The man then decides on a date for the marriage.
Today, marriages are different. A woman will tell her father that she has met a man whom she wishes to
many. The father will then spend what little money lie has on good food, such as goat or cow meat, chicken
and fruit, to welcome his future son-in-law. The elders complained that they now have to spend a lot on
their daughter's men, instead of gaining dowries from marrying off their daughters. As one elder remarked,
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"traditionally we believed that if you have many girls it is wealth, but this has changed". During the meal,
the dowry will be discussed, but the prospective son-in-law can negotiate to pay a very small dowry, and the
daughter may even side with him and not her own family. If the daughter is already pregnant, it becomes
difficult for her parents to protract their dowry negotiations.
In Lwalalo, land is owned by the men. Ifa man is rich, he can build houses for all of his sons, arid may even
buy a piece of land for this purpose. Poorer men may build their sons homes within their family compound,
or a home may be rented from beyond it. It is generally the first son who will inherit his father's wealth.
This is a very strong belief amongst the Baganda, who, the elders explained, expect the wife of the Kabaka
to bear a son to inherit the throne. If she fails, the Kabaka must get another wife to bear a son.
The L walalo rock
Near the landing site, there is a rock by the name Lwalalo. Fishers in the old time used to rest on top of it,
and believed that it could bring them a good catch. It was said that a linge snake used to live on it, but it
never harmed anyone. Members of the community believed the snake to be the son of one of their gods.
The tree
There is a nicely fenced big rnkoko tree near the beach, which was believed to be the home of the
community's god. It was a sacred place, aiid here community members could consult the spirits of Lwalalo.
People gathered around the tree to hear their god talking, and also to be blessed. Good fish, food and cash
crop harvests were some of the things that people sought blessings for,
The Gob hut
Near Lwalalo, there is an indigenous forest, in which a hut was buiit where the villagers would carry out
sacrifices after praying to, and consulting with, their god. People would make small contributions of food
and prepare it around the hut and catit there. Another, nearby, beach, Gob, was named after the hut. Some
people still go to the hut and pay their respects, possibly sacrificing a goat or a chicken, or leaving offerings
of food or a small part of the harvest at the hut. Nowadays, however, with the rise of other religions, people
do not believe in the hut as much as they used to, although some Christiansand Muslims will still go to the
hut and pay their respects. There used to live a leopard in the forest, which was also believed to be a son of
the community's god. It moved freely in the village and harmed no one.
8. Organisations and ethnic composition at Lwalalo beach
The PRA context
Two respondents, middle-aged men, were interviewed on these issues. One was the Task Force Chairman
and the other a person invited by him. There were three people in the research team, one asking questions
and taking notes, the second interpreting while the third copied diagrams. One of the researchers understood
Luganda, while none of the interviewees spoke English. Questions were asked in English, interpreted into
Luganda, and the response interpreted back into English. The exercise was conducted in an enclosed
modern fish shelter on the beach. There were no seats, so all participants stood throughout the process. The
respondents seemed knowledgeable, enthusiastic to participate and spoke freely. This was possibly because
it was the second day and one of the two respondents had been interviewed the previous day - suspicions
were, therefore, at a minimum.
The respondents were first asked to identify all organisations, groups or individuals with responsibilities or
communìty duties to perform on the beach. After this was done, a piece of chalk was handed to one of the
respondents, who was then asked to draw a circle to represent the most important body on the beach, which
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they had identified as the Four Ways Group of Companies. (FWGC). They were then asked to draw other
circles representing groups or organisations that had some relationship with the FWGC. In this way a Venn
diagram was easily created, and the respondents quickly understood what was expected, and went ahead to
complete the rest of it (Figure 11).
As the interview progressed, both respondents voluntarily had a piece of chalk in hand, and they assirted;
each other to draw the diagrams. For brief periods of time, either one of the respondents would walk away
to do something, before returning. For example, at one time,one of the respondents went to load fish into a
waiting truck. While one was away the other continued with the exercise.
After drawing diagrams, the respondents were probed about the duties of each of the organisations
identified and the conflicts in the roles of the various groups on the beach.
Organisations on the beach
The respondents identified seven organisations or individuals which they felt had responsibilities or
community duties on the beach. These were the Task Force, the Market Master, the Fisheries Department,
the Local Council 1, the Parish Chief, the Four Ways Group and the community itself. There was a co-
operative society on the beach, but is now dormant due to mismanagement.
The Four Ways Group of Companies (FWGC)
Of all organisations on the beach, the Four Ways Group is the most important for the following reasons:
It has fostered all development activity on the beach.
It has upgraded the only road to the beach from the main tarmac road, hence enabled easy
communication and trade with other parts of Uganda.
(e) It has given loans to fishers in form of nets and engines.
It buys fish from fishers and transports this to the factory.
It has a coffee factory for processing coffee produced in the village.
Besides this, the FWGC has built a modern fish 'banda' on the beach, employs 15 casual labourers,
supports 20 orphaned children, has a bakery next to the village and is improving a large part of the
peninsular for eco-tourism. According to the respondents, had the FWGC not come to the beach, the
community would be living at a lower standard of living than they do today.
The Task Force Committee
The Task Force Committee (TFC) supervises the sizes and quality of fish landed by fishers and ensures that
only the correct size and good quality fish is landed and presented for sale. The TFC assists the Ma Let
Master to ensure that all fishers pay revenue. However, if the Market Master overcharges fishers, the latter
will lodge complaint with the TFC. The TFC will prevail so that the correct levies are charged. In case the
Market Master continues overcharging fishers, the TFC may report him to the District Headquarters, so that
he is transferred.
The TFC can arrest a fisher for using illegal gears and take him directly to the police. They may also report
him to the Fisheries Department who will take action. In recent years, very few fishers on the beach use
illegal gears. They use at least 8.5 cm. gilinets for Nile perch and tilapia, and so arrests associated with
illegal gear use are rare. The fishers are not sure about the acceptable mesh size for mukene.
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The TFC is elected by the community for an indefinite term. They continue in office as long as the
community is satisfied with their performance. Once the community gets dissatisfied, the TFC is dissolved
and a new election is held.
The TFC is not formally paid. It is taken as a voluntary duty to the community. Most members of the TFC
are fishers, and so depend on income from the fishery. However, they may retain some of the money when
an offender is fined.
The Fisheries Department
A Fisheries Department (FD) member of staff comes to the beach two times in a week from the District
Fisheries Office based at Mpigi. The FD only coordinates with the Task Force Committee (TFC) on the
beach. There is no direct dealing between the Fisheries Officer and the FWGC. In case the PD wants to
implement a new regulation it will do so through the TFC. The TFC ordinarily enforces fisheries
regulations on the beach. In case there are fishers who persistently disobey regulations, the task force may
seek the assistance of the District Fisheries Office.
Local council i (LC 1)
All activities on the beach are done under the auspices of the LC i. The body is the ultimate authority on the
beach and approves all community activities. Even a new Fisheries Officer transferred to work in the
community must first report to the LCI. Administratively, the LC1 is the most important organ while, for
development purposes, the Four Ways Group of Companies is the most important in the community.
The Parish Chief
The Parish Chief is the government representative in the village. He controls three LC is. The Parish Chief
must attend all meetings convened by the Local Councils, and must be informed about all of these, The
Parish Chief officially supervises all LC elections and must be present before an election can be conducted.
The Parish Chief has a lot of power in relation to the graduated tax. Every adult male (above 18 years) must
pay the tax, whether or not lie is employed. For females above 18 years, only those who are employed or
engaged in gainful business are required to pay the tax. Most fishers currently pay about Ush. i5,000/- per
annum in graduated tax. The Parish Chief can forward a tax defaulter to the sub-county, from where he may
be taken to court and imprisoned.
The Parish Chief is appointed by the Government for an indefinite term. The one currently working in
Lwalalo has been in office for over 20 years.
The fishing community
Fishers directly relate to various organisations or groups on the beach. They pay taxes to the Market Master.
Fishing activities, including type and size of gears and fish landed, is supervised by the Task Force
Committee as well as by the Fisheries Department. The fishers use landing facilities provided by the Four
Ways Group of Companies, and have benefited from loans provided by the company to purchase nets and
engines.
Conflicts between the groups
When questioned about group conflicts, the two respondents could not, at first, think of any. After further
probing, however, the respondents mentioned only two conflicts. First, the Market Master sometimes
overcharges fishers on revenue they should pay. At other times, some fishers try to avoid paying these
levies. These cause conflict between the two groups, and the Task Force will intervene to ensure the correct
revenue is paid.
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Secondly, some fishing crew sell fish out on the lake or at a different beach, thus cheating the boat owner.
Once such a case is reported, the Task Force investigates by contacting the LC at the suspect beach where
fish was sold. If it is proved that such a sale took place, the crew is fined.
Ifa foreign boat lands to sell fish on Lwalalo Beach, the crew is just allowed to take back a portion of the
sales to cover the operational costs (fuel, food etc.). The balance is retained by the Task Force Committee
and released only to the owner of the boat when he comes to claim it. This is done to prevent crew from
selling fish without the consent of the boat owner.
Ethnic composition oIL walalo beach
There are at least six ethnic groups living in the community. The majority are Baganda and Basoga,
followed by Banyankole, Banyarwanda, Barundi and Tanzanians. There are Kenyans (Luos) on a
neighbouring beach, but not at Lwalalo.
A new fisher coming to live and work in Lwalalo must come with a letter of introduction from the Local
Council he is arriving from. He first reports to the LC at the beach and all his nets are inspected. The fisher
is then issued with an ID card. All that the fisher is asked to pay for is the cost of the photograph for the ID.
Administrative structure at Lwalalo beach
The PRA context
This exercise was carried out immediately after that exploring the landing's organisations, and drew upon
the knowledge of the same two respondents. It was conducted in the fish 'banda' on the beach and, as in the
previous exercise, both the interviewers and the respondents stood throughout. The respondents appeared
knowledgeable about the structure of the administrative system.
After a brief explanation on what they were required to do, one of the respondents took the chalk and easily
drew a flow chart of the landing's administrative structure. There were brief moments when one of the
respondents walked away to perform some tasks, but later returned to continue participating in the exercise.
As in the previous interview, questions were asked in English, translated into Luganda by a team member,
and the response translated back into English.
The administrative structure shows the Task Force Committee (TFC) as the lowest in the hierarchy, and
closest to the community. In the hierarchy then comprise the LC1, the police and the courts. There is also an
informal hierarchy that includes the Village Elders (Figure 12).
Community by-laws, government rules, offences and punishments
The PRA Context
Respondents were chosen with the help of the beach leader. The respondents included a Task Force leader,
a fish vendor, two crewmembers and two boat owners. Introductions were carried out in Luganda. The
researchers' tasks were as follows: one was a key speaker, intervewer and interpreter; the second took
notes and observed the process as a whole; the third made sure that the respondents had all the materials
(stones) that they needed, and made sure that the matrix was erased after the interview was complete.
Researchers and respondents sat at the same level.
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Figure 12: the administrative structure of Lwalalo Beach
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The research team divided the interview Into four sections:
To identify and understand existing government laws arid regulations.
To identify and understand community-based by-laws at Lwalalo beach,
(e) To identify the landing's institutions for punishing offenders.
(d) To identify the most common offences occurring at Lwalalo beach.
The next step was to have the respondents draw the matrix. One of the respondents volunteered to hold the
stick and all the respondents participated in discussing the various themes so that a consensus was
ultimately reached. Results were written down in Luganda, and the respondents 'weighted' the strength of
relationships between offences and punishments using stones.
0/Fences andpunisliwent
Fish poisoning
Fish poisoning was regarded as the most severe offence at Lwalalo, and was weighted with 17 stones
(Figures 13 and 14). The Task Force Committee (TFC) exists to make sure that this offence does not occur
and that anyone caught poisoning fish is immediately arrested. In this task, the TFC works hand-in-hand
with the police. Someone caught poisoning will be sent to jail (17 stones), after which s/he will be banned
from the landing (10 stones).
Net theft
If someone steals a net on the lake and is caught, s/he must buy a new net to replace the one stolen.
Respondents ranked this offence as the third most sevcre in the community (7 stoes). The offence is not,
however, that common because most fishers will stay out on the lake to guard their nets.
Selling fish out on the lake
The selling of fish is supposed to be done in the presence of the boat owner or a nominated supervisor at the
beach, If crewmenibers are found selling fish without the consent of the boat owner/nominated supervisor,
they are fined twiCe the value of the fish sold. When asked how the respondents could know the value of
what was sold, they said that sometimes it was the case that a crewmember reported how much was sold. In
any case, boat owners know what they expect as an 'average' catch from their nets and if catches fail to
tally, suspicions occur. This offence was weighted wth five stones and was said not to be very common.
Sanitation
The respondents reported that whoever is caught urinating or defecating on or close to the beach would
always be given a punishment of cleaning (sweeping, slashing, digging, burning garbage) or road
maintenance. This offence was ranked as the fourth worst on the beach, and was amongst the most common
at Lwalalo.
Drying nets and mu/cene in a non-designated area
Mukene fish and nets at Lwalalo must be dried in only the designated area. If one is caught drying nets or
mu/cene elsewhere, one will be fined Uslis. 500/-. This offence was said not to be so common since all
people knew where they were supposed to dry their nets and mukene. The offence was weighted with three
Stones.
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Playing on the beach or along the shore
The community in Lwalalo did not allow children to play around the beach because they thought that this
was a threat to the children's lives. Children caught playing would always be beaten/caned by fishers or
elders at the beach. If the child resists, the offence will be reported to its parents, who will then punish
him/her accordingly. This offence was said to be very common and was weighted with two stones.
Comm wz ity institutions for punishing offenders
The respondents identified the Task Force Committee as the most important source of punishment on the
landing, followed by the Local Council (LC1). The police force was also identified as one capable of
dealing with offenders, although of less importance than the TFC or the LC1 (Figure 13). Participants
agreed that it was very rare for offenders to be sent to the police.
The team also inquired if the Parish Chief played any role in fisheries management. It was learnt that he has
nothing to do with fisheries regulation and enforcement. His major role is tax collection from the
community.
The most common offences at Lwalaio beach
The most common offences to occur at Lwalalo were children playing on the beach, followed by selling
fish on the lake and defecating around the beach (Figure 15).
Conflict within the fishing industry
The team inquired if there are any conflicting interests amongst the various groups involved in fishing and
fish sales. The following were some of the responses given.
Conflict between fishers and fish factories: the fishers complained that when factories buy fish from them
on credit, sometimes they do not pay them at the agreed upon time. During the export ban, fish factories
have not been able to pay back the money for fish bought on credit before the ban. Fishers still hope when
the ban is lifted they will be paid their money.
Unpredictable pricing: fish prices tend to fluctuate, and hence some fishers may sell their catches to loal
traders offering better prices than the factories. At the time of the survey, factory prices fell between Ushs.
700 - 800/-, whereas traders working along the Masaka highway bought it for Ushs. 1,500 - 1,600/- for 2-3
kilograms of fish, which they can then sell for between Ushs. 2,500 - 3,000.
One exceptional finding from this beach is that under-mesh nets are not used. When the PRA started to
discuss offences, under-sized meshes were not mentioned at all. The team probed further as the respondents
drew the matrix, but still under-mesh nets were not mentioned. The respondents insisted that no fisher uses
under-sized meshes at the landing.
11. Summary
There appears to be a recognisable community-based authority at Lwalalo Beach, in terms of the
Task Force Committee. It also lias a clear administrative hierarchy.
The Lwalalo community seems to be better off than most fishing communities in the region. Wealth
ranking shows that there are a few quite wealthy fishers, while the majority are in the middle class.
Lwalalo is endowed with various natural resources like trees, water supply, fish and good soils,
which enable them to grow a number of crops. In addition, the community is able to draw an income
from a number of non-fishing economic activities.
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Figure 15: common offences at Lwalalo Beach
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The fishing community believes that changes in gear technology have improved their catches. Fishers here
claim not to use illegal mesh-sizes.
The Four Ways Group of Companies seems to have had positive impacts on the Lwalalo community, and
has contributed to improved living conditions at the landing.
Women in Lwalalo are subjected to several socio-cultural practices, which affect their ability to compete
effectively within the fishery and other economic sectors, as well as their equality.
Lessons for co-management to be drawn from Lwalalo study include (i) the possible role of the private
sector in management; and (ii) the importance of groups such as the TFC.
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